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The golden fox Vizka Longtooth and his scurrilous crew of Sea Raiders are bound for plunder and

conquest; in their ship?s hold, a young badger lies captive. At the same time, the aged badger lord

of Salamandastron has sent forth a haremaid, questing for his successor. A brownrat chieftain, with

his savage horde, ravages Mossflower Country. The fate of all these creatures, good and evil, is

caught up in this saga of war and destiny. The war cry thunders out across the land?Eulalia! --This

text refers to the Hardcover edition.
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The Redwall series of books is well written and perfect for both young and young-at-heart readers.

ItÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s a fantasy set full of adventures of good versus evil, coming of age, finding

bravery and friendship, reveling in poetry and song, and feasting as if at the end of a ten season

famine! Brian Jacques crafted wonderful friends and heroes ate Redwall Abbey, and

youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ll enjoy meeting them again and again!

The late Brian Jacques even from beyond the grave calls at every heartstring of his readers, old and

young alike. While the years of age have worn down on me far longer than most who read his miriad

books and series, I continue to enjoy as much as the smallest dibbun the stories and adventures he

had concocted. I would suggest him to anyone that might stay long enough for me to opine about

Jacques' qualities to enthrall. There is the slight implosibility that the historian in me forces to the

fore that these societies across the chronological breadth of time these books represent does not



alter or advance in technology or societal construction, such as in the obvious possibility for a larger

state to form in Mossflower with a government and army to protect themselves. But such importune

thoughts are crushed by the heels of my childhood imagination so that I might continue to enjoy the

stories. To finish, I can think of no better thing to mention to parents with this book in mind for their

children than to say the series teaches all the way through such values as friendship, honesty, hard

work, critical thinking, and an appreciation for good food! You can't go wrong!

These audio books are so well done! The kids, ages 6-18, enjoy listening to these and take them

everywhere we go in the car. I have several Titles and they are begging me to purchase more.

I lesion to it on my drive to work every day

The book was excellent however I was greatly disappointed in the audio that I purchased with it.

When I previewed the book there was a short audio with it that had different voices for the

characters. When I actually purchased the audio the voice was nearly monotone and somewhat

staccato. I finally turned off the audio completely..

My 10 year son and 7 year old son love this series. They have read it several times! No

objectionable content.

Brian Jacques is well missed for his strong story telling and great sense of character building with in

a story. I loved this series and so does my children. He is for everyone to enjoy ! I miss his wit and

charm. We have his stories and our home schooled children will always have have them as

well...enjoy the day !

"Eulalia" was one of my favorites, reread after nearly a decad le since I was first introduced in grade

6. Jacques is a fantastic author, and the series can be picked up anywhere along the line. I would

recommend these books to students in grades 4-6, especially to those who read well above grade

level, as well as to young adult readers.These novels are great for readers of all ages and there's

something for everyone - from action-packed fighting to adventure of a lifetime to romance to

loveable characters you'll wonder if you'll meet while strolling through the woods.
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